Introduction and basic concepts
In [2] Shein and Frisch considered the realization of a given n * n terminal capacity matrix M as a vertex weighted tree with a minimum number of additional vertices called relay vertices. As shown in [2] , more than n vertices are needed in general to obtain a "realization", and in this case the tree realizes M in the sense that its terminal capacity matrix contains M as a submatrix.
In this paper we shall give another way of solving this realization problem. The method here is based on the following trivial facts: 1) In a vertex weighted tree Q each flow is limited by a single vertex, and 2) if vertex v divides Q into two subtrees Q^ and such that v is included in £¿2» the terminal capacity matrix of Qg a submatrix of that of Q. The determination process is mechanizable and the number of necessary relay vertices is obtained without -drawing the corresponding tree.
As a general reference we have used the monograph [1] of Frank and Frisch where the central concepts of this paper are defined; the necessary material can also be found in [2] , Besides [2] , the vertex weighted tree realization of a terminal capacity matrix are considered in [3] , [4] , and in [5] , where also some applications are given.
The terminal capacity t. i / j, representing the = M Q 2 is a maximal submatrix containing oo maximum elements.of M Q0 only. In the condensation MJ Q of M oc , M Q 2 is substituted by the diagonal element k^y As the matrix M.] 0 is again a principally partitionable matrix and in the principally partitioned form, it can be condensed similarly as M 0Q . We denote the maximal submatrices in Nt| 0 with the off-diagonal elements equal to the maximum element of Jtj 0 by M^ »M^,... »M^ . The corresponding condensations are k^ ,^22*''' »^k * new ma " tr^x is M2 0 . Similarly as above, we see that is also in the principally partitioned form, and by applying repeatedly the condensation process, we obtain a sequence of principally partitioned matrices
The condensation process stops after obtaining an n r x n p matrix M ro , n r > 2, all the off-diagonal elements of which are equal.
-617 - Let M ^ be a maximal submatrix of MSQ such that it is condensated into the diagonal element A^ ^ in the matrix M " . M"u is called a condensation element of the matrix s+1 o sh M It is feasible, if at least one of its diagonal elements so ' corresponds to one of the lements on the diagonal of MQ0; in all other cases it is called unfeasible.
In the example of 2. Two lemmas The lemmas of this section give a may of finding a vertex weighted tree realization by means of the condensation concepts defined before. Lemma 1. Let M = UQQ be a given n * n principally partitionable matrix in the principally partitioned form. M is the terminal capacity matrix of a vertex weighted tree if and only if in the condensation process starting with MQ0 each condensation element M ^ is feasible.
Proof. Assume first that M = MQ0 is a terminal capacity matrix of a vertex weighted tree Q = QD0 but in the condensation process of MQ0 there is at least one unfesible condensation element M Let us consider the first step in the condensation process: the condensation elements Mq/j ,M 2»« • • »^ok ' o off-diagonal elements of M ^ have the same maximum element value of Mqo, the vertices corresponding to the diagonal elements of MQtl must constitute a connected subgraph, i.e. a subtree of Qq0 according to the maximality of 51 The cçndensation of M^ into a diagonal element A^ of the matrix means that the subtree Qob is substituted by a single vertex in the tree Q1qq. Note that the communication which is a tree. Lemma 2. Let M = MQ0 "be a given principally partitioned matrix. The minimum number of relay vertices needed in a vertex weighted tree Q, the terminal capacity matrix of which contains M0Q as a-subnatrix, is equal to the number of unfeasible condensation elements in the condensation process starting with M • Proof. In [2, Thm. 1] Shein and Frisch showed that the minimum number of relay vertices needed in a vertex weighted tree realizing MQ0 is equal to the number of cut--arrays of type 2 in M0Q. So it is sufficient to show here that each unfeasible condensation element determines a cut--array of type 2 in MQC). Some concepts are needed first.
An ordered principal partitioning of a matrix M is a principal partitioning such that-if, in M or in any submatrix on the diagonal resulting from the partitioning, there are rows in which all entries are equal, then these rows are the first rows in the submatrix ana the corresponding columns are the first columns. A cut-array of a matrix in the ordered principally partitioned form consists of all equal elements above the diagonal from consecutive rows and columns, each of which is less than the maximum value of all other elements in the same row and column. Let I »1 be in the ordered principally partitioned form. The c.ut-arrays of M can be classified as follows: A cut-array containing an elenent m. . is of type 1 if there exists an m. = m. . which is a maximum 1 • -L 11C! in column 1, for some otherwise the cut-array is of type 2.
Let Mgk be unfeasible condensation element and let m^ be one of its off-diagonal elements. If the elements equal to m sh al30ve " b ' ae diagonal of M00 containing the consecutive rows and columns condensed in M ^ constitute a cut-array of type 1, then there must be a column in ^ containing a diagonal element which is also in M j this the column This completes the proof. Note that MQ0 need not be in the ordered principally partitioned form under the condensation process.
According to Lemma 2, when determining the vertex weighted tree realization of the matrix M in Fig.1 , we must add a relay vertex vr^ in M^ with the weight 2. The new terminal capacity matrix MQ0 containing matrix is given in Fig.2 .
Clearly of Lemma 1, and hence there is M. oo as a subsatisfies the demands = M. oo Fig. 2 a vertex weighted tree realizing it. The realization can now be drawn directly according to the construction given in the latter part of the proof of Lemma 1.
